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Abstract. Chaos system possesses the characteristics that it is immune to noise and signal whose 
frequency is quite different from that of inner signal in chaos system and it is sensitive to the signal 
whose frequency is same as that of inner signal in chaos system. Therefore the method for detection 
of weak signal hides in strong broad band background noise based on chaos theory has developed 
rapidly. But it finds in the actual simulating process that pure noise inputs into chaos system which is 
under critical state will probably induce to system state variation. And signal whose frequency is 
same as inner signal while phase is different from inner signal inputs into chaos system which is 
under critical state, the system state variation will probably not happen. The appearance of these 
cases reduced the detecting accuracy of weak signal. The setting method is proposed in the paper to 
the question. The amplitude of inner signal in chaos system is chosen to less than the threshold of 
chaos critical state, which can avoid system state variation induced by pure noise. Expanding the 
chaos system to four forms can detect input signal with different original phase. Simulation results 
verify the validity of the improved method. 

Introduction 

In the recent years, the method for weak signal detection based on chaos theory has developed 
rapidly and becomes a present hotspot in nonlinear research field [1-2]. It mains based on the 
characteristic that chaos system is immune to noise and signal whose frequency is very different from 
that of the inner signal in chaos system while it is sensitive to the signal whose frequency is same as 
that of inner signal in chaos system[3-8]. 

But in the actual simulation process, it finds when pure noise with some power inputs into the 
chaos system which is under critical state will probably induce the system into large scale period state 
[9-11]. And signal whose frequency is same as inner signal while phase is different from inner signal 
inputs into chaos system which is under critical state, the system state variation will probably not 
happen. 

In order to resolve these questions, the improved chaos system detection method is used in the 
paper. The amplitude of inner signal in chaos system is chosen to less than the threshold of chaos 
critical state can avoid system state variation induced by pure noise. And expanding the chaos system 
to four forms can detect signal with different original phase from that of the inner signal in chaos 
system. 

Basic Principle of Weak Signal Detection Based on Chaos System 
Consider the Holmes duffing chaos system which is applied in weak signal detection for any 

frequency. The duffing equation is 

( )( )txxxkx ωγωω cos32 +−+−=                                                                                                                  (1) 
Where ω is angular frequency and γ is amplitude of inner signals in chaos system, respectively. k is 

damping ratio(usually k=0.5), t is sampling time, x and x are the first-order and second-order 
differential of x, respectively.（x-x3）is nonlinear restoring force.  

With the variation of amplitude γ, the phase diagram of the system will go through different states. 
When γ equals to chaos critical threshold γd, the system will enter into chaos critical state. At the 
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moment, input signal whose frequency is same as that of inner signal, the system will transform from 
chaos state into large scale period state rapidly. While input pure noise, the system will keep the 
chaos state. Hereby weak signal can be detected by chaos system. 

Problem Existing in Signal Detection Based on Chaos System  

Suppose ω=1, k=0.5, initialization value of the system is [ ] ]1,1[, =xx  ，according to Lyapunov 
exponent calculation or phase diagram of the system derived the chaos critical threshold γd of 
equation (1) is 0.827. Figure 1 gives the phase diagram of the system under γ=0.827 and γ=0.828，
which verified the correction of the value of threshold γd. 

           
(a) γ=0.827                      (b) γ=0.828 

Fig.1 The system phase contrail under different γ 
Influence of Noise on Chaos System 
Figure 2 gives the test result of chaos system under pure noise. (a) and (b) are the phase contrail 

diagram of chaos system when inputting gauss random white noise with power 0.1 into the chaos 
system under critical state. See from (b) that chaos system is not immune to noise absolutely. 
Sometimes the pure noise will induce the chaos system under critical state into large scale period state, 
which leads the method of signal detection by chaos system incorrectly. 

         
(a)  noise power 0.1                 (b)  noise power 0.1 

Fig. 2 The system phase contrail after inputting signal with random noise 
Influence of Orignial Phase of Signal on Chaos System 
When inputting detection signal, the equation of chaos system is  

( ) ( ) ( )( )tntAtxxxkx ++++−+−= ψωωγωω coscos32                                                                                                     (2) 
Where A and ψ is amplitude and original angle of the detection signal respectively, n(t) is random 

noise. When γ=γd in equation (2), input signal whose frequency is same as of that of inner signal in 
chaos system with A=0.05, the power of n(t) is 0.5. Figure 3 gives the system phase contrail diagram 
after inputting the detection signal, where (a) and (b) is corresponding to original phase ψ=0 and ψ=
π respectively. 

 
(a) ψ=0                  (b) ψ=π 

Fig.3 The system phase contrail after inputting signal with random noise 
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Show from figure 3 that original phase of signal can affect the detection result of chaos system. 
Sometimes the signal whose frequency is same as the inner signal but original phase is different from 
that of the inner signal will not induce the chaos system under critical state into large scale period 
state, which leads the method of signal detection by chaos system disabled. 

Basic Principle of Improved Chaos System 
Setting γ value less than γd in equation (2) can avoid the influence of noise on chaos detection 

system, for example, setting γ=0.81 in equation (2). After inputting signal, the inner signal of 
equation (2) becomes  

( ) ( )ψωω ++ tAt coscos81.0 = ( )θωγ +tD cos                                                                                                (3) 
Where  

22 cos62.181.0 AAD ++= ψγ                                                                                                                 (4) 

ψ
ψθ
cos81.0

sin
A

Atg
+

=
                                                                                                                                  (5) 

Because for weak signal, A<<0.81, θ≈0.  The influence of θ on system can be ignored. 
In theory, when γD>γd , system will go through from chaos state to large scale period state, which 

can detect the signal. Namely when satisfied 

22 cos62.181.0 AA ++ ψ >0.827                                                                                                           (6) 
The system will appear phase transformation. 
If A is known, the value range of ψ can be calculated by equation (6). Suppose A=0.035, it can 

derive -62.0172°<ψ<62.0172°by equation (6).Simulation result also shows when ψ satisfied this 
condition, the state will transfer from chaos state to large scale state. In order to accurate detection, 
broaden the range of ψ to -60°≤ψ≤60°.From equation (6) can know when A>0.035, the range of ψ 
will enlarged. So when amplitude of signal satisfied A≥0.035, the original angle of input signal 
satisfied -60°≤ψ≤60°will induce system phase transformation, so this type of signal can be 
detected.  Other ψ value will not induce the system transformation. If altering the “+” to “-” before 
inputting signal in equation (2), i.e duffing equation becomes 

( ) ( ) ( )( )tntAtxxxkx −+−+−+−= ψωωγωω coscos32                                                                                                     (7) 
The inner signal becomes 

( ) ( )ψωω +− tAt coscos81.0 = ( )θωγ −tD cos2  
Where 22

2 cos62.181.0 AAD +−= ψγ ，θ≈0。 
In theory, whenγD>γd , system will go through from chaos state to large scale period state, which 

can detect the signal. Namely the original angle of input signal satisfied -180°≤ψ<-117.9828°or 
117.9828°<ψ≤180°can be detected by chaos system of equation (7). Broaden the range of ψ to 
-180°≤ψ≤-120°or 120°≤ψ≤180°. 

The signal whose original angle satisfied ψ∈[-π/3, π/3]∪[-π, -2π/3] ∪[2π/3,π] can be detected by 
chaos system form of equation (2) and (7). For the signal whose original angle outside this range, 
phase compensation of inner signal can be introduced to resolve this question. Expand equation (2) to 
two forms 

( ) ( ) ( )( )tntAtxxxkx +++++−+−= ψωπωγωω cos2/cos32                                                                                              (8) 

( ) ( ) ( )( )tntAtxxxkx +++−+−+−= ψωπωγωω cos2/cos32                                                                                              (9)   
The range of original angle can be detected by equation (8) is  
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ψ-π/2∈[-π/3, π/3]，i.e ψ∈[π/6,5π/6]，while the range of original angle can be detected by equation 
(9) is ψ∈[-5π/6, -π/6].Integrating the detection range of equation (2),(7),(8),(9) can cover the whole 
zone of [-π,π]. 

The process of weak signal detection based on improved chaos system is listed as below 
ⅰ) Setting the amplitude of inner signal in chaos system is less than chaos critical state 

threshold, for example, γ=0.81. 
ⅱ) Input the detection signal into equation (2),(7),(8),(9) respectively. If any phase contrail 

corresponding to the equations entered into large scale period state, it can conclude that detection 
signal has the same frequency as inner signal in chaos system.  

Simulation and Test 
Suppose the frequency of inner signal in equation (1) is ω=10, when the initialization value of the 

system is [ ] ]1,1[, =xx  , the chaos critical threshold is still 0.827. Setting the amplitude of inner signal is 
γ=0.81. When inputting pure white noise, system phase transformation will not happen however the 
power of noise is. When inputting signal is ( )+°+ 9010cos05.0 t n(t) (n(t) is guass white noise with  
power 0.1), the system phase contrail corresponding to equation (2),(7),(8),(9) is showed in 
figure4(a),(b),(c),(d) respectively. 
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  (a)                            (b) 
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   (c)                             (d) 

Fig. 4 system phase contrail diagram corresponding to equation (2),(7),(8),(9)  
(a) system phase contrail diagram corresponding to equation (2), still in chaos state 
 (b) system phase contrail diagram corresponding to equation (7), still in chaos state 

(c) system phase contrail diagram corresponding to equation (2), in large scale period state 
(d) system phase contrail diagram corresponding to equation (2), still in chaos state 

From figure 4 can see when inputting signal whose amplitude satisfied some condition (for 
example A≥0.035) while original phase is not 0 into the chaos system of equation (2), even though the 
frequency of signal is same as that of the inner signal, the system phase transformation will not 
happen, as figure 4(a) shows. After expanding equation (2) to four equations (2),(7),(8),(9),  
integrating the system phase contrail diagram corresponding to four equations can find the system 
state transformation, as figure 4 (c) shows. Figure 4 (b) and (d) denoted other two cases who cannot 
induce system phase transformation. 

Summary 
Weak signal detection based on improved chaos system method is proposed in the paper in order to 

avoid influence of noise and original phase of detection signal on test result. The amplitude of inner 
signal in chaos system is chosen to less than the threshold of chaos critical state can avoid system 
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phase transformation induced by pure noise. Expanding the ordinal duffing equation to four different 
forms can detect signal whose amplitude satisfied some condition and any original phase. Simulation 
and test result showed that the improved method is effective. Next engineer apply of the method will 
be studied. 
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